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ABSTRACT 

With decreasing barriers to entry for video communication, agricultural service 

agencies may be looking for new ways to employ video when addressing clients. With an 

increasingly crowded marketplace of ideas available to information consumers, higher 

production values may lend added credibility to the efforts of these agencies and allow 

them to stand out. This design evaluated five treatment conditions (video production 

techniques) against a construct of source credibility in the first section through a primary 

research question and four supporting research questions. With the second section, 

directional hypotheses were examined within individual treatment groups examining the 

impact of specified demographic and behavioral traits. The result of this analysis 

demonstrated no significant differences in treatment groups for the primary research 

question or any of the four supporting research questions. No significance was discovered 

for two of the direction hypotheses, but a significant difference was found for the final 

directional hypothesis.  This is likely due to the high levels of engagement by the targeted 

audience which allowed them to evaluate the quality of the message without relying on 

the peripheral production value cues. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

Not to be confused with Framing Theory, the term Framing in a discussion of film and 

video refers to compositional decisions related to the placement of the subject within a 

scene and within the frame of the camera lens.  

The term Graphic Design is defined by Merriam-Webster as “the art or profession of 

using design elements (such as typography and images) to convey information or create 

an effect.”  

Within the context of this thesis, the term Message Design refers to a communication 

plan intended to shape and deliver the message to the audience for the desired purposes 

of the communicator.  

The term Over-the-top (OTT) video programing is defined by Canada’s Radio-Television 

ad Telecommunications Commission as “programming accessed over the Internet.” This 

includes on-demand services such as Netflix and Amazon Prime as well as more online-

delivery services for more traditional channels such as Sling TV and AT&T TV. 

The term Production Crew refers any professional communicators who provide technical 

support for a film or video production. These may include directors, camera operators, 

editors, lighting technicians, sound engineers, set designers, and many other positions.   

The USDA’s Economic Research Service (ERS) recognizes several definitions of the 

term Rural. For matters “designed to track and explain economic and social changes” 

(USDA) they recommend adopting the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) model 

which identifies rural counties as those outside the boundaries of metropolitan areas 

which either micropolitan areas (urban centers of 10,000 to 49,999 persons) or “non-

core” areas not captured in metropolitan or micropolitan areas.  

For the purposes of this study, the term Rural Land Owners and Managers refers to 

anyone owning land previously defined as rural, especially lands used for the business 

purposes of farming, ranching, or wildlife management, or those you lease such land for 

the previously stated purposes. 

The broadcast term Talent refers to members of the production who contribute in front of 

the camera. This may include actors, spokespersons, reporters, anchors, and similar 

performers.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and Setting 

 

Video is a communication tool that can carry the words of educators to far more 

individual learners than traditional face-to-face methods (Jones et al., 1977). The 

application of production techniques, however, embeds meaning into the message beyond 

that of the simple recording. Douglass and Harnden (1996) stated “[production] 

techniques render and interpret subjects, giving them significance” (p. 5). “Technique” in 

this context suggests more than simple technical acumen, rather it involves the artistic 

and intellectual application of the tool to create meaning, which becomes intertwined 

with the recorded subject (Douglass & Harnden, 1996). 

This investigation sought to explore the influence of video production techniques 

used within video in terms of source credibility. Specifically, this research examined the 

ability of video production techniques in educational/advocacy products to influence a 

rural land-owner’s perception of source credibility.  

Video Production – Multiple Inputs 

 

Video production is a communication form that combines inputs from multiple 

sources. Producers, writers, videographers, editors, and on-screen talent all contribute to 

the final message (Compesi & Gomez, 2017). Although multiple roles are often filled by 

a single person (Braverman, 2005), the contributions of each role remain distinct and 

vital to the overall message process. These contributed message components are not 
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independent, but rather interrelated in the final communications product delivered to an 

audience (Wayne, 1997). 

Therefore, when creating a video with an educational or advocacy purpose, 

content creators must remember that the subject-matter specialists and video production 

team members all contribute components of the final message (Jones et al., 1977). The 

on-camera talent’s delivered message combines with the video production techniques of 

the crew to create a singular message which is then evaluated by the audience before 

rejection or acceptance may occur. This process of shared creation and unified evaluation 

is visualized by the researcher developed model illustrated in Figure 1.1. The expert 

message combines production decisions to form a combined video message. This is then 

evaluated by the audience before decisions about the message credibility and validity are 

settled upon. To be studied in this thesis is the power of those video production 

techniques to enhance or reduce the evaluation of the combined message by the intended 

audience.  

 

Figure 1.1: Credibility effects of message contributors to video messaging 

 

In much the same way that non-verbal cues can either enhance or detract from the 

verbal message (Argyle, Alkema, & Gilmour, 1971), elements of a video created by the 
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production crew work alongside those delivered by the talent to either enhance or detract 

from the overall message (Tsang, 2013). Although the nature of these interactions has 

been well researched for both narrative and documentary film (Wayne, 1997), literature 

appears to be lacking in terms of educational or advocacy video products.  

Electronic Media and Rural Audiences 

 The use of electronic media (including both live and recorded audio and video) 

can be traced back to 1920 with the onset of broadcast radio. Previously, a robust 

telegraph network was employed by the United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) to equip farmers with market information. Under the August 1920 order of 

Postmaster General Will Hays, radio broadcast towers were deployed on 15 Air Mail 

Service airports. These carried news, including that emanating from the USDA, into rural 

homes nationwide (Wik, 1988). 

 Pittsburg’s KDKA became American’s first commercial broadcast station when it 

obtained its broadcast license on October 27, 1920 (Shurick, 1946). When the USDA 

began broadcasting market news via a Naval radio tower in Arlington, Virginia in late 

1920, it was providing market news to KDKA and similar upstart commercial stations in 

June of 1921 (Shurick, 1946), establishing a model of public-private model of 

agricultural market news distribution.  

 The USDA embraced this technology as core to its mission of carrying 

information to often isolated farm populations (Craig, 2001). Weather forecasts allowed 

farmers to avoid their greatest risks, while market news created, through educated timing 

of sales, a new opportunity for farm profits. The potential of developments was extolled 
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by those in positions of highest authority. In his letter opening the 1922 Yearbook of the 

Department of Agriculture, Secretary of Agriculture Horrace Wallace noted: 

“It has been possible . . . to disseminate market information much more 

widely than heretofore through the use of the radio station of the Post 

Office and Navy Departments. At designated hours each day market 

reports are furnished to radio stations at Washington, Omaha, North Platte, 

Nebr.; Rock Springs, Wyo. Elko and Reno, Nev.; Arlington, Va.; and 

Great Lakes, Ill., and also to 53 stations operated by the State agricultural 

colleges and other broadcasting agencies,. . .” (USDA, 1922, pp. 22-23). 

 

 Today, Extension communications are a prime example of educational/advocacy 

communications directed at rural landowners. Agricultural Extension services seek to 

capitalize on both global and local research efforts in order to inform and empower local 

agricultural producers (Anderson & Feder, 2004). In the United States, Extension subject-

matter specialists are typically state-level employees tasked with providing support to 

county level programs, guiding programming, and connecting research efforts with local 

needs (Woeste & Stephens, 1996). Increasingly, direct communication with broad 

audiences through electronic formats is a job expectation for these individuals.  

Video allows experts to connect with a large, diverse audience on their own 

timetable through a variety of platforms (Epley, 2014). Video already dominates all other 

web traffic in terms of total data, and its percentage is rising (Cisco, 2017). As an 

educational tool, video allows an audience to self-direct its interaction in both scope and 

time (Schober, Selaa, Fernandez, Ferrell, & Yaroch, 2016).  Boellstorff et al. (2013) 

found that “Watching Television” was a preferred method of learning scientifically 

developed data, with “Visiting a Website” (42%) in fourth place (Boellstorff et al., 2013). 

In that same survey, traditional workshops came in a distant 10th, only preferred by 10% 

of respondents.  
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Rural Broadband 

 For internet delivered video to be of use to rural audiences, those audiences must 

have access to the internet at broadband speeds. These are defined by the Federal 

Communications Commission (2018) in fixed services as 25 Mbps or better for 

downloads and three Mbps for uploads. Cellular networks are rated as broadband with a 

median speed of 10 Mbps for downloads and three Mbps uploads or faster. In that same 

report, the FCC states that roughly 92% of Americans have access to both fixed and 

wireless networks at these speeds.   

 Nearly three-quarters of all rural residents have access to broadband (FCC, 

2019a), yet the issue of broadband access continues to disproportionally affect rural 

consumers when compared to those in urban markets, as shown in Table 1.1. Rural 

residents make up the largest remaining population not served with broadband 

capabilities (FCC, 2010). These individuals are often older, less wealthy (Horrigan, 2010) 

and lack the population density needed to spread the cost of service between sufficient 

customers to make the service financially viable for provider companies (FCC, 2010). 

Table 1.1  

Deployment (Millions) of Fixed Terrestrial Broadband Service (FCC, 2019a).

 

More than 700,000 rural homes nationwide still lack sufficient access to 

broadband services (FCC, 2019b). Recent funding for rural broadband expansion through 
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the FCC’s Connect America Fund has injected an investment of $1.2 billion as of 

October of 2019 (FCC, 2019b), signaling a continued priority to develop this resource. 

However, the numbers reported by the FCC are disputed.  

News reports document the efforts of the state of Georgia to conduct their own 

mapping (Hurt, 2019), citing poor methodology on the part of the FCC. The FCC count 

reports availability by census block, meaning that a single customer receiving broadband 

within that census block would list the full census block as served (Hurt, 2019). The 

count being conducted by the state of Georgia looks at individual service contracts held 

by broadband service providers (Hurt, 2019). The results of a three-county pilot study 

showed the FCC maps missed nearly half of all unserved homes (Hurt, 2019). A similar 

study conducted by the broadband trade group USTelecom found that some 38% of rural 

Missouri and Virginia locations reported as “served” by the FCC charts actually have no 

service (Weiss, 2019). 

The importance of broadband access in the modern economy is evident. Kim and 

Orazem (2017) found that rural broadband access will provide an advantage in recruiting 

business establishment over rural communities without such access. Other research found 

rural residents who do have access to broadband are as likely to use that service for 

online courses as customers in both urban and suburban settings (Horrigan, 2010). This 

suggests rural residents use broadband to access expert knowledge beyond the borders of 

their communities when this option is available.  

Message Design through Video Production Techniques 

 Video producers craft a message design by setting communication goals, 

evaluating the audience, and making decisions on how to present the material for greatest 
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impact (Compesi, 2007). To make such decisions, video producers must grasp both 

technical and aesthetic factors of video, the latter of which “refer to production variables 

and the ways they can be manipulated to affect audience response to the video message” 

(Compesi, 2007, p. 19). Butler (2010) went further to suggest that “stylistic schemas … 

are the result of problem-solving by television practitioners whose craft practices are 

governed by technical, economic, and aesthetic/cultural systems” (p. 22). In this 

assertation, Butler (2010) implies that style is more than a producer’s preference. It is an 

essential element in communicating through moving images and merits study (Butler, 

2010).  

 Among the video production variables to which Compesi and Butler eluded are 

three identified for examination in this study: 1) the use of traditional interview framing 

aesthetics, 2) the inclusion of message-supporting cover video (b-roll), and 3) the use of 

illustrative graphics. These represent three distinct video disciplines: camera work, 

editing, and motion graphic design. In past decades these roles were performed by 

specialized individuals who worked in large crews. Technology and budgets have since 

driven video professionals to increasingly perform multiple roles simultaneously (Ward, 

Bermingham, & Wherry, 2000). 

 The primary aesthetic functions of the camera operator include composing (or 

framing) a shot, selecting proper angles, and controlling shot motion (Kellison, 2009). 

Although rules of composition and framing are considerably more fluid today than in 

years past (Filming someone in their home – BBC Academy, n.d.), traditional standards 

include placing the lens at the subject’s eye level, the subject looking just to the side of 

the camera rather than into the lens, use of a tripod, and a horizontal orientation of the 
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camera (Compesi, 2007; Kellison, 2009). These composition and framing techniques 

cause an instinctual reaction in the audience (Douglass & Harnden, 1996) because the 

camera acts as the viewer’s window into the shown world, guiding and pulling the 

attention of the viewer. Douglass and Harnden (1996) stated, “Camera technique is the 

creation of an illusion of reality that exists on screen, rendered and interpreted with all the 

photographic devices at our disposal” (p. 192). 

 The role of the editor is to select and arrange segments of the acquired footage 

into a “coherent and logical” message (Ward et al., 2000, p. 332). A common tool used to 

cover both long-interviews and recorded voice tracks (voice-over) is b-roll (Compesi, 

2007), a catchall term for any camera-captured video that is not interview, reporter, or 

voice-over. This includes shots of the main action (wide, medium, and close-up footage 

normally shot in sequence) and cutaways (shots from the same scene but not portraying 

the main action, including reaction shots of observers). By carefully placing these images 

over an interview or voice-over, the editor can direct the attention of the audience to 

specific details, hold the attention of the audience, cover edits removing talent mistakes 

and maintain continuity, and restructure the timing of events (Compesi, 2007; Ward et 

al., 2000). Simply put, Ward et al. (2000) stated: 

The primary aims of editing are to provide the right structure and selection of 

shots to communicate to the audience the program-maker’s motives for making 

the program, and to hold the audience’s attention so that they listen and remain 

watching (p. 344). 

 On-screen graphics are commonly used in video production (Kellison, 2009) and 

may include titles, credits, interview subject identification, special effects, and illustrative 
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graphics. These typically computer-generated images are used to supplement camera-

created imagery in support of the overall communication message (Ward et al., 2000). 

Text, in particular, may be used to “supplement, clarify, and disclaim the explicit 

meanings of the dialogue and the implicit meanings of the images” (Butler, 2010, p. 128). 

With increased graphics and animation capabilities now built into modern video editing 

software, video editors are called upon to craft much, if not all, on-screen graphic content 

(Compesi, 2007). Ward et al. (2000) defined the following elements as essential to good 

graphic design for video: simplicity, accessibility, clarity, impact, and a lack of 

ambiguity.   

 Research has demonstrated that television viewer interest and perceptions of 

quality are each affected by variations in video production variables (Shamir, 2007). 

Building on this work, Cummins (2011) found viewers assign greater credibility to 

productions with broadly characterized high production values. 

Need for the Study 

 With agricultural service agencies facing increased competition of resources, 

shifting consumer preferences for on-demand video, and a steady drop in the cost of entry 

for video technology, an evaluation of best practices should be conducted mindful of 

current practices and potential alternative workflows. With most Americans now carrying 

cellphones capable of high-quality, live streamed video, the question arises: Is it useful to 

engage more employees in direct video engagement through self-shot techniques, or are 

the techniques employed by trained video professionals capable of more impactful 

results? 
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Purpose and Objectives 

The purpose of this study was to test the effects of video production decisions 

made by video production professionals on source credibility in video content directed at 

rural land owners and managers. This research was guided by a primary research 

question, four supporting research questions, and three directional hypotheses.  

RQ1: Do video production decisions related to framing, the use of supporting 

cover footage (b-roll), and the inclusion of message supporting on-screen graphics 

affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.1: Does traditional interview framing affect source credibility perceptions 

among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.2: Does the inclusion of supporting cover footage (b-roll) effect perceptions 

of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.3: Does the inclusion of message-supporting on-screen graphics effect 

perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.4: Do the combined effects of interview framing, b-roll, and on-screen 

graphics affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and 

managers? 

 

Further expectations of direction results are reflected in the following hypotheses: 

 

H1:  Older audience members will assign greater credibility to experts displayed 

with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover footage, and 

supportive on-screen graphics than will younger audience members.  

 

H2: Audience members with less education will assign greater credibility to 

messages displayed with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover 

footage, and supportive on-screen graphics than will audience members with 

more formal education.  

 

H3: Audience members who watch more than half the video they consume online 

will assign greater credibility messages displayed with informal interview 

techniques, no included supporting cover footage, and no supportive on-screen 

graphics than will audience members who watch more than half the video they 

consume through traditional television. 
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Limitations 

 This study sought to examine one aspect of credibility related to educational video 

aimed at rural land-managing audiences. Where these audiences have a financial risk 

involved in adopting or discounting the practice promoted, we cannot assume general 

audiences would hold the same standards for credibility acceptance. Likewise, this study 

was limited to rural land managers in the United States. Evaluations of the presented 

industry practice may be seen differently in other parts of the world.  

 The technical and artistic characteristics of what is considered to be professional 

video have evolved over time as have audience sensibilities. These shifting standards are 

likely to continue to change. Therefore, results from this effort must be considered a 

snapshot this time and place. 

Basic Assumptions 

 It was assumed that all study participants answered all questions honestly and 

with full integrity. Likewise, it was assumed that study participants watched the video 

stimulus completely and attentively. It was also assumed that the audience could read and 

understand English. Finally, it was assumed that participants in this study accurately 

reflect rural land owners and managers in the United States who engaged with 

educational agencies and institutions.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter will review the relevant areas of previous research and preeminent 

theories which informed this research effort designed to answer the following research 

questions.   

RQ1: Do video production decisions related to framing, the use of supporting 

cover footage (b-roll), and the inclusion of message supporting on-screen graphics 

affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.1: Does traditional interview framing affect source credibility 

perceptions among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.2: Does the inclusion of supporting cover footage (b-roll) effect 

perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.3: Does the inclusion of message-supporting on-screen graphics effect 

perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.4: Do the combined effects of interview framing, b-roll, and on-screen 

graphics affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners 

and managers? 

 

Further expectations of direction results are reflected in the following hypotheses: 

 

H1:  Older audience members will assign greater credibility to experts displayed 

with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover footage, and 

supportive on-screen graphics than will younger audience members.  

 

H2: Audience members with less education will assign greater credibility to 

messages displayed with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover 

footage, and supportive on-screen graphics than will audience members with 

more formal education.  

 

H3: Audience members who watch more than half the video they consume online 

will assign greater credibility messages displayed with informal interview 

techniques, no included supporting cover footage, and no supportive on-screen 

graphics than will audience members who watch more than half the video they 

consume through traditional television. 
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Evolution of Video 

Audience expectations and accepted norms in video production have broadened 

over the past two decades as technology both for acquisition and delivery has changed 

dramatically. John Beatty (2016) fashioned an experiment considering three distinct 

styles of news video production (standard, MTV, and YouTube). The result suggested 

that audience expectations are shifting, especially with younger viewers, and that news 

organizations would be wise to evolve their production styles for online delivery (Beatty, 

2016). The study demonstrated that user-generated online content, online news video, and 

broadcast news video are distinct forms of video with unique production value 

conventions (Beatty, 2016). The distinction between these forms suggests a division in 

audience due to viewing habits. Beatty (2016) asserts online viewing to be the domain of 

younger viewers and suggests online news video conventions may indicate the shifting 

preferences of a younger generation, and that traditional broadcast news may copy the 

conventions of online video as it seeks to capture this younger audience (Beatty, 2016). 

 In the retrospective article “MTV changed the music industry on August 1, 1981,” 

CNN (1998) reported that MTV had changed the visual landscape of television, 

challenging and replacing the existing production norms, “MTV’s style, hand-held 

cameras and quick-cut editing had its own impact on 1980s culture. ‘Miami Vice’ 

became a hit show by adopting the look of rock videos. Soon, nearly everything on TV 

looked like MTV” (p. 1).  

It is important to note that the rules for television do not directly translate to video 

shared via social media. Bondad-Brown et al. (2012) examined broadcast television and 

what they termed “online user-shared video (OUSV).” Through a lens of Uses and 
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Gratifications Theory, they found that audiences held OUSV to different standards than 

television, often viewing OUSV in a more utilitarian manner (Bondad-Brown et al., 

2012). Similarly, where television is often used as a companionship surrogate, OUSV 

was not despite the social media nature of its distribution (Bondad-Brown et al., 2012).  

The increasing prevalence of digital cameras has transformed how we 

individually interact with photography (Lee, 2010). From a society of image viewers, we 

have now become content creators en masse. This shift has “transformed the way users 

access, process, manipulate, store, and distribute information” (Lee, 2010, p. 266). This 

has transformed our individual understanding of visual aesthetics and techniques, 

allowing individual creators to share unique visions of their world defined by personal 

aesthetics (Lee, 2010). Likewise, in the years since Lee’s study, an increase in the video 

capabilities and subsequent proliferation of personal video capacity is likely to have 

resulted in similar effects for moving images.   

The rise of internet video and social media has been noted in agricultural 

communications specific research as well. Langworthy (2017) reported the University of 

Minnesota Extension Children, Youth, and Family Consortium regularly uploaded full 

length seminars to YouTube, some three hours in length. When the group began cutting 

down five- to eight-minute videos from this existing content, they witnessed a 180% 

increase in total video views and an increase in the percentage of each video viewed 

(Langworthy, 2017).  

Increasing awareness of the importance of video to the discipline of agricultural 

communications can be seen through a bevy of articles published in the Journal of 

Extension that provide basic instruction on video production topics including promotional 
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video development (Epley, 2014), elements of effective videos (Dev et al., 2018), and 

setting videos up for the potential of going viral (Kinsey & Henneman, 2011). However, 

these each focus on general best practices rather than intentional design to influence 

source credibility and acceptance. 

Medium is Still the Message 

In his seminal 1964 work, “Understanding Media,” Marshall McLuhan coined the 

phrase “the medium is the message.” McLuhan (1964) argued that various mediums carry 

with them an inherent grammar that speaks beyond the written content. Indeed, he said 

the content delivered through a medium often worked to obscure our understanding of the 

deeper “character of the medium,” (McLuhan, 1964, p. 24).  

McLuhan (1964) spoke of the power of television, among others, to manipulate 

our perception of space and time, one of the fundamental purposes of editing. This ability 

to manipulate the speed and sequence of events speaks to us in fundamental ways which 

McLuhan (1964) argued we are not properly equipped to question: 

Before the electric speed and total field, it was not obvious that the 

medium was the message. The message, it seemed, was the “content” as 

people used to ask what the painting was about. Yet they never thought to 

ask what a melody was about, nor what a house or a dress was about. (p. 

28) 

 

The argument continues that all media, from written word to broadcast television, 

are invented as extensions of the human experience intended to help us translate and 

process experiences we are unable to understand through physical experience (McLuhan, 

1964).  McLuhan also recognized the power of television as an educational tool: “What 

can TV do that a classroom cannot do for French, or for physics?” The answer is, “TV 
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can illustrate the interplay of process and the growth of forms of all kinds as nothing can” 

(McLuhan, 1964, p. 289). 

The key research reported in McLuhan’s 1964 work described randomized groups 

of university students simultaneously encountering a single message through different 

mediums. The students either sat for a non-emphatic lecture on preliterate languages with 

no use of the chalkboard, read a simple transcript of it, listened to audio of the lecture, or 

watched a video transmission of the lecture (McLuhan, 1964). Following this 30-minute 

exposure, groups were tested on their knowledge. Those observing by listening to an 

audio transmission outperformed the live lecture and written groups. However, those 

watching a video transmission vastly outperformed all three (McLuhan, 1964). The 

experiment was repeated, this time allowing each medium to make the best use of its 

form by incorporating the chalkboard, speaking emphatically, and using layout and 

typography to emphasize points in the printed form. Yet again, video and audio 

outperformed the more traditional delivery methods, yet this time audio performed best 

(McLuhan, 1964). 

These results were explained in two ways. First, that video and audio are 

mediums that communicate more fully through audience engagement with the signal. 

These media require a certain level of engagement from an audience and as such, the 

grammar of the medium informs the learning process. McLuhan (1964) defined television 

as a cool medium (providing limited detail and thus demanding high engagement from 

the audience to fill in the details) and radio and film as hot mediums (providing high-

definition and thus requiring less engagement from the audience for message 

transmission). This terminology forces us to re-examine the temperature of television and 
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internet-delivered video today. McLuhan developed these classifications at a time when 

the television images were “a ceaselessly forming contour of things limned by the 

scanning-finger” with “plastic contours” which “has the quality of sculpture and icon, 

rather than of picture,” (McLuhan, 1964, pp. 272-273). The author references television’s 

mere three million pixels of information presented to the viewer each second, far less 

than that presented in film at that time (McLuhan, 1964). Yet today, with high-definition 

video presenting as many as 62 million pixels of information per second and 4K video 

offering more than 248 million pixels of information per second, a re-evaluation of image 

engagement through McLuhan’s temperature lens is merited. 

McLuhan first published his ideas 55 years ago. Yet despite an increasingly 

complex communications environment, research suggests the concepts explored in 

“Understanding Media” remain relevant. Sweetser and Becktel (2017) ran a modern 

experiment testing this concept. They tested identical versions of a political message in a 

blog post, an online press release, and a video format. Their results rang true to 

McLuhan’s original ideas (Sweetser & Becktel, 2017). Participants did distinguish 

between the three medium types, identifying video as the most conversational suggesting 

it spoke in a “genuine and human manner,” (Sweetser & Becktel, 2017, p. 9). However, 

participants did not perceive higher credibility for the video product. No significant 

relationship was found in this political communications study between medium and 

credibility.  

Adult Education through Video 

 Educational television has long been recognized as a potential medium for adult 

education (Kushner Kow, 2002). For the adult learner, transmitted video has a particular 
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advantage in allowing the learner to engage in education privately, avoiding any 

perceived shame in their knowledge deficit (Jones et al., 1977). Video is recognized as 

superior to a traditional classroom in its ability to supplement speech with illustrative 

video, animations, and graphics, yet inferior to the classroom in its lack of interaction 

leading to feedback, questions, and relationship building (Jones et al., 1977).   

In the mid-1970s, a group of agricultural economists in Kentucky were engaged 

to create a broadcast series covering futures market concepts (Jones et al., 1977). 

Broadcast during primetime hours statewide on the PBS network, each of the 13 episodes 

took two months of planning and required a team of communicators including on-air 

talent, writers, graphic artists, videographers, and producers to support the agricultural 

economists (Jones et al., 1977). Although the technology, available channels, and 

professional style have all changed from that time, one thing has not:  

…the very same conventions and skill sets that are invaluable for 

publication in peer-reviewed journals and proposals for extramural 

research grants become potential liabilities when it comes to scientist 

communicating with non-expert audiences whose cognitive frameworks 

and communication patterns are directly at odds with many of these 

scientific conventions. (Scheufele, 2013, p. 14042) 

 

 Yet today, video exists within a new paradigm of digitally mediated learning 

(DML) environments. These DMLs exist as a recent evolution of distance education, 

allowing learners to interact through web-based applications including both customary 

computers and any variety of mobile devices (LeNoue et al., 2011). This shift both allows 

and requires educators to adapt their programs for life-long engagements with audiences 

increasingly likely to have never known life without the internet (LeNoue et al., 2011). 

As devices and networks continue to increase their video delivery capacity, educational 
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planners must consider incorporating video elements lest they fall behind in a DML 

educational arms race. 

Credibility through Video Production Techniques 

 Quality in video production can be hard to formulate as it is defined by any 

number of overlapping variables that are ranked at the discernment of an individual 

viewer. Still, research has demonstrated that quality can matter.  

 In a 2015 study, Chen, Wilson, Chen, and Chang examined technical quality of 

video news stories posted on newspaper websites. Using pre-test measures to rate and 

sort videos into low- and high-quality categories, they asked study participants to watch 

and rate their opinions of each video (Chen et al., 2015). Their findings show that users 

reject low quality video and embrace higher quality and longer format version, with a 

mean length of slightly more than two minutes (Chen et al., 2015). A related study found 

that as viewers perceive lower quality video from a news source, perceptions of 

credibility drop correspondingly (Chen et al., 2017). 

 A 2010 study by Lee et al. examined source credibility by source and modality. 

They found the line between marketing content and traditional news content has blurred. 

Focusing on perceived truthfulness and credibility, the study found no variation based on 

source of news, public relations, or user-generated content; or between modalities of text, 

text with pictures, and text with video (Lee et al., 2010). However, within those images 

identified as high modality (video), believability was found to be directly connected to 

better production quality (Lee et al., 2010). 

A later study that examined viewer perceptions of credibility in user-generated 

video as opposed to agency-generated video has shown technical quality (including 
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“stylistic features”) is a moderating variable (Hautz et al., 2014). The study confirmed a 

significant credibility advantage for user-generated content when technical quality is low. 

Yet as technical quality increased, both elements of credibility (expertise and 

trustworthiness) significantly narrowed or even closed the gap (Hautz et al., 2014). The 

results suggested a significantly higher bar for messaging that originates from an agency 

or organization. Viewers do recognize high technical quality, but do not place the same 

expectations of quality on peer content creators that they do on professionals using the 

medium.   

Source Credibility 

The essential dependent variable this study sought to examine is source credibility 

as assigned by rural landowners. Ohanian (1990) defined source credibility as the 

“communicator’s positive characteristics that affect the receiver’s acceptance of a 

message” (p. 41). Hovland and Weiss (1951) laid the groundwork for the Source 

Credibility Model with their work that found trustworthiness was significantly influential 

on message acceptance. Their experiment demonstrated that an audience may process and 

incorporate factual knowledge equally regardless of communicator evaluation, but 

opinion change resulted from variations in the audience’s evaluation of the credibility of 

the communicator (Hovland & Weiss, 1951). Trustworthy sources resulted in 

significantly larger initial adoption of opinion change (Hovland & Weiss, 1951). The 

model that emerged from this work focused on expertness and trustworthiness as the key 

elements of source credibility (Ohanian, 1990). Ohanian (1990) developed a modern 

instrument to measure trustworthiness, expertise, and attractiveness.  
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Source credibility remains an active area of research, with many proposed 

variations. A 2004 study examined media use in recruitment efforts and found credibility 

was related to attitudes toward an organization and, in turn, attitudes toward joining that 

organization (Allen et al., 2004). While seeking to unify the source credibility model with 

McGuire’s (1985) source attractiveness model and Forkan’s (1980) match-up 

(congruence) hypothesis, Seiler and Kucza (2017) confirmed the source credibility 

model. Trustworthiness was shown to influence not only perceptions of the message, but 

also of the brand behind the message and attitudes toward behavior adoption (Seiler & 

Kucza, 2017). Further research has shown that source credibility impacts the level of 

importance assigned to social media messaging (Dedeoglu, 2019). 

This study explored the value of video production decisions made behind the 

camera in influencing the credibility audience members assign to the final, delivered 

message. 

The Role of Credibility in Combating Risk 

Where educational/advocacy video aimed at rural landowners is proposing a risk 

venture to producers, Trumbo (2003) found that credibility has a direct effect on risk 

processing. In a series of studies which examined public health communication related to 

cancer clusters, Trumbo sought to marry the psychometric model of risk perception, 

Meyer’s credibility index, Eagly and Chaiken’s heuristic-systematic information 

processing model (Trumbo, 2003). This work found a clear correlation between assessed 

credibility and risk perceptions, with both central route and peripheral route processing 

affecting this transmission (Trumbo, 2003).    
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Business risks for agriculturalists in the American Great Plains region have been 

well documented. Farm income, for example, has been shown to have a high degree of 

year to year variability (Schurle &Tholstrup, 1989).  However, it would be erroneous to 

assume all risks encountered by agricultural producers are as tangible as capital assets, 

livestock, and crops. In a review of concepts and research regarding social capital, 

agricultural economist Emory Castle said, “Social capital consists of the norms and 

networks that define groups and influence actions of people within groups” (Castle, 2003, 

p. 1208). He further explained that capital must be viewed as something useful over time, 

held by an individual or group, and requiring sacrifice to attain and maintain (Castle, 

2003). For such a definition to hold, social capital must also be something that can be 

lost.  

Therefore, when asking an agricultural business owner to adopt new practices, 

educators and communicators must recognize that to engage in such practice requires a 

level of risk acceptance concerned with both financial and social capital. Consequently, 

educators must do more to engage the public than simply state credentials and cite the 

scientific process (Kahan, 2010). 

Diffusion of Innovation 

Efforts to share and spread new ideas, technologies and methods are the subjects 

of the academic study of the diffusion of innovation, a field of science that has been long 

studied across a wide swatch of disciplines (Rogers, 2010). The field of diffusion of 

innovation within agricultural systems has been an area of significant research (Feder & 

Umali, 1993). The seminal work in this field was conducted by Everett Rogers in the late 

1950s and early 1960s. Rogers (2003) found change agents are found in many fields 
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using many titles including agricultural extension agent. These change agents are defined 

as professional individuals who attempt to influence the decisions made within their 

sphere of influence (Rogers, 2003). This often includes, but is not limited to, the 

promotion of technologies and processes that are novel to the audience (Rogers, 2003).  

 Lillie (2008) argued the changing role of diffusion of innovation in the modern 

world. Where Roger’s model argues communication happens either through mass media 

or interpersonal channels, Lillie (2008) suggested on-line video can be seen as both mass 

media and interpersonal. As such, the diffusion of innovation model is in need of modern 

examination with  consideration to current challenges.  

 In the United States, the Cooperative Extension program is a common source of 

information diffusion to agriculturalists. Indeed, the land-grant university system, which 

houses state Extension programs, was created with a three-part mission of teaching, 

research, and extension-outreach (Arnold et al., 2012). However, facing an evolving 

communication environment with changing client expectations, Worker et al. (2017) 

recommended a reconsideration of how Extension defines education and then works to 

reach clients. A key recommendation of this piece is to engage learners within the values 

and environments which are authentic to the learner (Worker et al., 2017). In a society 

which is increasingly on-line, this should then include such environments (Arnold et al., 

2012). 

 Among the decision-making components these agents seek to assist 

agriculturalists in navigating are risk and uncertainty (Feder & Umali, 1993). Their 

success depends in no small part on client perceptions of the change agent as Rogers 
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wrote, “An ideal change agent would have a balance of competence and safety 

credibility” (2003, p. 385).  

Conceptual Framework 

Priority 2 of the American Association for Agricultural Education’s (AAAE) 

National Research Agenda guided this study. Priority 2 (New Technologies, Practices, 

and Products Adoption Decisions) seeks the “methods, models, and practices” best suited 

to leading change and diffusing innovation (Roberts et al., 2016).  By identifying how 

video production techniques influence perceived source credibility, we may begin to 

classify which practices are impactful to the process of disseminating information and 

promoting practices with rural land-owning audiences. 

An environmental scan of Extension, governmental, and NGO video production 

efforts finds widely employed video production practices beyond those typical of the 

novice videographer. These add effort, time, and cost to video productions. In light of 

modern video aesthetic sensibilities, these may be unnecessary. Through this effort the 

researchers seek to cast a first ray of light on the relevance or irrelevance of such 

techniques for agricultural communicators. 

Guiding this effort is the researcher-created conceptual model of video production 

qualities as a mediator between the expert message and source credibility as illustrated in 

Figure 2.1.   
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Figure 2.1: Video Production as a mediating variable between Expert Message and 

Source Credibility Evaluation. Researcher Created. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

To better explain the potential impacts of video production techniques and 

conventions on perceived source credibility, research questions were designed to test for 

the influence of two major communication theories: the Elaboration Likelihood Model 

and Cultivation Theory.  Although this study was not designed to fully test either, the 

experiment conducted may provide limited evidence of their influence over the explored 

mediation variable.    

The Elaboration Likelihood Model 

 Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) may enhance micro-level understanding of 

the role video production qualities play in a specific educational video scenario. With 

ELM, Petty and Cacioppo (1984) suggested two pathways in the evaluation of persuasive 

messaging: a central route navigated through careful cognition, and a peripheral route 

guided by the rapid evaluation of heuristic message cues. Message recipients opt for a 

message processing route to fit their elaboration level characterized by motivation and 

ability to process the message (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984).  

The simultaneously delivered components of educational video (expert message 

and video production decisions) appear to parallel the routes of persuasion described in 
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ELM by supplying each pathway with appropriate message cues. Applying an ELM lens 

to our use of video for educational purposes, a high elaborating audience is likely to focus 

on expert message components alone. The low elaborating audience is likely to feel a 

stronger influence from the peripheral messages created by video production values. If 

this is true, ELM may act as a mediation pathway between video production and source 

credibility as illustrated in the researcher-created illustration, Figure 2.2. 

 

  

Figure 2.2: Elaboration Likelihood and Cultivation theory as possible modes of action 

for the mediating effect of video production techniques. Researcher Created. 

 

Cultivation Theory 

 Cultivation theory may enhance macro-level understanding of the role video 

production quality plays across the spectrum of educational video. Cultivation theory 

posits that increased television viewing will alter the viewer’s worldview with the 

expectation that the world will more closely resemble that which is portrayed on 

television (Gerbner & Gross, 1976). Early iterations of this theory focused on the 
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presentation of violence on television and a resulting view of the world as harsh and 

mean (Gerbner & Gross, 1976). Recently, however, the theory has been used to examine 

public perceptions of professionals positioned as experts in both advertising and 

documentary film (Pfau, et al., 1995; Beam, 2017).  

Examining public perceptions of attorneys related to broadcast television 

portrayals of the profession, Pfau et al. (1995) found that television portrayals enhanced 

public perceptions of attorneys as powerful in status and wealthy, while also creating a 

negative perception of character. In this examination, the research team focused on 

cultivation theory as related to social perceptions of a profession rather than on the 

violent-society orientation of the theory’s origin. The study also found stronger results 

from indicators of viewing habits more focused on the specific content being tested (i.e. 

programs related to lawyers) than from broad television viewing habits (Pfau et al., 

1995). This study establishes a widening basis of inquiry for cultivation theory.  

That widening basis was carried further by the work of Beam (2017) who 

examined perceptions of narrator credibility in audiences exposed to pro-food 

documentaries. This study examined the food-documentary watching habits of 

millennials, finding that 48% of study participants had watched more than one food 

documentary prior to participation in the study (Beam, 2017). The study further 

concluded that cultivation theory effects were found in the influence of food documentary 

viewing habits on food purchasing decisions along with further opinion change related to 

perceptions of farmers and farm operations (Beam, 2017).  

 Shifts in common production styles may influence audience expectations of 

credible video messaging. The viewing habits of an individual constitute their world view 
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of production norms. If a message is then presented in a manner inconsistent with those 

acquired expectation, that evaluation may provide evidence for cultivation theory as a 

mediation pathway between video production and source credibility as illustrated in 

Figure 2.2. 

 Cultivation research today remains a vibrant area of research. In a report detailing 

“The State of Cultivation,” Morgan and Shanahan (2010) examined the ways cultivation 

research has expanded beyond the initial ideas of Gerbner and Gross. Current research 

includes genre-specific studies, news and reality studies (a deviation from the early focus 

on fictional content), studies of gender and sexual orientation portrayal, examination of 

the audience as an active selector of information sources rather than a passive viewer, and 

research focused on the cognitive pathways of cultivation (Morgan & Shanahan, 2010). 

Cultivation is also of great interest to health communication professionals hoping to 

utilize the effects to encourage healthier lifestyles globally (Dutta et al., 2017). 

Documented areas of cultivation effects within health communications include obesity, 

nutrition, tobacco use, body dissatisfaction, and health misinformation (Dutta et al., 2017) 

in areas such as cancer prevention, immunization, and disease prevention. 

 One area of concern for those who research cultivation theory is the evolution of 

television both technologically and culturally (Morgan & Shanahan, 2010). The rise of 

the internet, mobile viewing, video gaming, and social networks are challenges that relate 

to both areas of concern. Yet Morgan et al. (2015) stated, “Although the way we now 

receive our ‘stories’ (whether fiction, news, or reality programs) has changed, along with 

the ways we consume them, we tend to forget that important aspects of their content 

arguably have not” (p. 685). The authors argued that regardless of delivery medium, the 
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common, often formulaic, story-telling conventions of television are more prevalent 

today than in days of limited broadcast channels (Morgan et al., 2015). More television is 

not necessarily more diverse television. Within this environment, cultivation theory 

remains relevant (Morgan et al., 2015). 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter will describe the methodology established and followed with the 

intent to study the effects of video production decisions made by video production 

professionals on source credibility in video content directed at rural land owners and 

managers. This research was guided by a primary research question, four supporting 

research questions, and three directional hypotheses.  

RQ1: Do video production decisions related to framing, the use of supporting 

cover footage (b-roll), and the inclusion of message supporting on-screen graphics 

affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.1: Does traditional interview framing affect source credibility 

perceptions among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.2: Does the inclusion of supporting cover footage (b-roll) effect 

perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.3: Does the inclusion of message-supporting on-screen graphics effect 

perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.4: Do the combined effects of interview framing, b-roll, and on-screen 

graphics affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners 

and managers? 

 

Further expectations of direction results are reflected in the following hypotheses: 

 

H1:  Older audience members will assign greater credibility to experts displayed 

with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover footage, and 

supportive on-screen graphics than will younger audience members.  

 

H2: Audience members with less education will assign greater credibility to 

messages displayed with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover 

footage, and supportive on-screen graphics than will audience members with 

more formal education.  

 

H3: Audience members who watch more than half the video they consume online 

will assign greater credibility messages displayed with informal interview 

techniques, no included supporting cover footage, and no supportive on-screen 
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graphics than will audience members who watch more than half the video they 

consume through traditional television. 

 

Basic Assumptions & Scope 

A sample video was crafted for this experiment to focus on practices broadly 

relevant to rural land managers including rural land owners and those working as farmers, 

ranchers, and wildlife managers in the United States. As practicality dictated the video 

produced be shot locally with a local expert, this sample was chosen so that the concept 

presented in video remained relevant to the common agricultural practices of the 

audience.  

Portrayal of either a farming or ranching practice would likely leave an 

engagement gap between those participating in said activity and those who are not. As 

those more heavily involved in the type of enterprise shown would have a stronger 

expression of both motivation and interest, it was determined that the practice promoted 

must be of equal use to each type of land manager to reduce this form of bias.  

To reduce pre-existing bias, the researcher sought a subject-matter expert not well 

known to the area. Specifically, a new faculty member within Texas Tech University’s 

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources (CASNR) or a doctoral student nearing 

completion of degree were of prime interest.  

Dr. Matt Siebecker was identified as a new faculty member in CASNR, not yet 

well known and only beginning to establish outreach efforts. Dr. Siebecker is an expert in 

soil contaminants and was willing to give a presentation on the benefits of soil sampling. 

As this activity is beneficial for both cultivated (Asare & Segarra, 2018) and pasture 

lands (Miller & Reetz, 1995), this subject along with this speaker were determined to be a 

good fit for the study.  
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One important delimitation is that the study examines the perspective of rural land 

managers through their engagement with industry organizations, Extension, and social 

media channels. It must be assumed that not all rural land managers engage with such 

channels or encounter media of this nature. Yet, as the aim of this study was not to 

increase the reach of video, but rather to increase effectiveness with the audience 

currently reached, the correct population is those currently engaged in industry 

organizations, Extension educational programs, and exposed to video in social media. 

The scope of this research was thus defined as examining the impact of video 

production decisions on the perceptions of source credibility in engaged rural land 

managers in the United States. It was not intended to predict the adoption of the promoted 

practice, rather to look solely at credibility within message consideration. 

 

Experimental Design 

This study sought to measure the effect of three common production practices 

(traditional interview framing techniques, the inclusion of message-supporting cover 

footage, and the inclusion of message-supporting on-screen graphics) on total source 

credibility. The study was experimental in design intended to isolate production practices 

from the message contributions of on-screen talent. Questionnaires with attitudinal scales 

were used to measure source credibility. The researcher produced five video versions of a 

single presentation to study the distinct variables as outlined in Table 3.1. Two cameras 

were used and simultaneously recorded the presentation. Simultaneous recording was 

used to control for the influence of the speaker’s delivery by identically capturing both 

exact words and non-verbal communication cues in message delivery for condition one. 
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The speaker neither self-identified nor was he identified through on-screen graphics in 

order to omit any credibility derived from speaker credentials. 

 

The single presentation event was recorded simultaneously on two cameras using 

practices chosen to reflect traditional and non-traditional interview framing techniques to 

address RQ1, as illustrated in Table 3.2. Non-traditionally framed interview video was 

created with a vertically-oriented, hand-held smart phone camera. Traditionally framed 

interview video resulted from use a tripod-mounted, mid-range DSLR which 

approximates typical best-practices observed in Extension and agricultural NGOs. The 

traditionally acquired video then received three additional treatments in order to account 

for RQ2, RQ3, and RQ4, also illustrated in Table 2. The resulting video products will 1) 

include cover video, commonly known as b-roll, 2) include message-supporting on-

screen graphics, and 3) include both b-roll and on-screen graphics. 

 

Table 3.1 

Experimental Treatments 

Designation Description 

Treatment 1 (T1) Smart phone; vertical; hand-held 

Treatment 2 (T2) DSLR; horizontal; tripod-mounted 

Treatment 3 (T3) DSLR; horizontal; tripod-mounted; + b-roll 

Treatment 4 (T4) DSLR; horizontal; tripod-mounted; + on-screen graphics 

Treatment 5 (T5) 

DSLR; horizontal; tripod-mounted; + b-roll; + on-screen 

graphics 
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Table 3.2 

Experimental Conditions by Research Questions 

 RQ1.1 RQ1.2 RQ1.3 RQ1.4 

Factor Studied Formal 

Acquisition 

Inclusion of       

B-roll 

Inclusion of           

on-screen 

graphics 

Combination of 

factors 

Treatment # T1 T2 T2 T1 

vs Treatment # T2 T3 T4 T5 

 

These treatments were included in a survey instrument developed through 

Qualtrics. Each participant was informed of the study goals and their rights as a 

participant. They then answered three screening questions. If they indicated in the 

affirmative for each question before proceeding to watch a video treatment.  

Each study participant viewed a randomly assigned version of the video 

presentation, then completed an accompanying attitude scale indicating the credibility of 

the subject-matter expert. Finally, participants answered a short list of demographic 

questions intended to address the three stated hypotheses as presented in Table 3.3.  

Table 3.3 

Experimental Conditions by Hypothesis Testing 

 H1 H2 H3 

Treatment # T5 T5 T1 

Demographic Factor Age Education Level Time Spent Online 

 

Instrument 

Following IRB approval, the survey instrument was constructed and distributed 

through Qualtrics following practices outlined by Dillman (2014). Respondents were 
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informed of the purpose of the study and their rights as participants. Those who chose to 

continue received two screening questions, which removed those under the age of 18 or 

not involved in rural land management. Respondents were then shown a random video 

treatment to view. 

A construct was then used to measure credibility (see Figure 3.1) borrowing from 

the work of Bigham (2017) who created a construct for credibility based in the work of 

Ohanian (1990). This model measures 10 items on a five-point Likert-type scale across 

two dimensions of expertise and trustworthiness. Reliability for these scales was 

established by Cronbach’s alpha values of 0.895 for the Trustworthiness construct and 

0.885 for the Expertise construct (Ohanian, 1990). 

 

Figure 3.1: Subject-matter specialist credibility instrument employed. 

 

Limited demographic data was then gathered. Due to concerns of survey fatigue 

among agriculturalists, only demographic data pertaining directly to the stated research 
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questions was gathered: primary area of rural land management, age category, video 

viewing habits, and education level.  

Age categories were selected to represent early career (18-29), three decades of 

career growth (30-39, 40-49, 50-59), and, finally, late career into retirement (60+).  

Video viewing habits were collected with a constant sum sliding scale. 

Respondents moved sliders, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, to indicate a percent of viewing 

portion from four categories: traditional television, on-demand television services 

(Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu, etc.), online video services (YouTube, Vimeo, etc.), and 

social media video (Facebook, Twitter, etc.). 

 

Figure 3.2: Constant scale sliding sum of video viewing habits 

 

Population and Sample 

The population for this study was active rural land managers engaged in industry 

and educational groups in the United States.  This audience was targeted as fitting the 

profile of clientele sought by Extension programming, industry associations, and 
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agricultural trade groups. Rural land managers were identified as those engaged in 

farming, ranching, wildlife management, agritourism, and land leasing.  

To reach this audience, the survey instrument was provided to Extension agents, 

agricultural trade organizations, agricultural journalists, and social media influencers with 

a request to distribute through email, newsletter, or social media. This group then passed 

on the survey through a combination of newsletter segments, social media posts, and 

direct, purposive shares.  

Data Analysis 

Data were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics in IBM’s SPSS 

software. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to report on each research 

question and hypothesis as described fully in chapter 4. 

Descriptive Variables 

 The survey instrument was constructed in Qualtrics. Various agricultural and rural 

advocacy groups, marketing associations, and rural influencers were contacted to 

distribute the survey through newsletters, social media, and direct snowball sampling. 

These were supplemented with approved social media posts also encouraging snowball 

sampling.  

 A sample of 198 respondents was collected. However, 50 responses were 

eliminated either through screener questions, which ensured that each respondent was 

older than 18 years of age and engaged in rural land management, or through survey 

abandonment. A total of 148 answers were accepted. Four descriptive characteristics 

were identified as important to the research questions and recorded in this study: age 

group, education level, primary land management activity, and video viewing habits.  
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Descriptive Statistics 

 As illustrated in Table 3.4, the sample was broken into five age groups (1 = 18-

29, 2 = 30-39, 3 = 40-49, 4 = 50-59,  5 = 60+). The youngest group of participants made 

up 16% of the sample (n = 23). Those reporting age for Age Group 2 accounted for 20% 

(n = 29) with a nearly identical number reporting Age Group 3 (n= 28, 19%). The oldest 

two groups (Age Group 4 and Age Group 5) accounted for 22% (n = 33) and 23% (n = 

34) respectively.   

Table 3.4 

Age Distribution of Participants (N = 147) 

Characteristic n % 

Age Group*   

18-29 23 15.6 

30-39 29 19.6 

40-49 28 18.9 

50-59 33 22.3 

60+ 34 23.0 

 

Education level for the sample group, illustrated in Table 3.5, showed a clear 

majority of respondents (N = 118, 80%) with a four-year college degree or more. No 

respondent indicated less than a high school diploma.   
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Table 3.5 

Educational Attainment of Participants (N = 148) 

Education Level n % 

Some High School 0 0.0 

High School or Equivalent 22 14.9 

Bachelor’s Degree 75 50.7 

Master’s Degree 36 24.3 

Doctoral Degree 7 4.7 

Other 8 5.4 

   

Table 3.6 shows the distribution of participants by primary land management 

activity. We see a majority engaged directly in the traditional agricultural practices of 

ranching (N = 58, 39%) and farming (N = 53, 36%). 

Table 3.6 

Distribution of Participants by Primary Land Management Activity (N = 147) 

Characteristic n % 

Primary Land Management Activity   

Agriculture – Ranching 58 39.2 

Agriculture – Farming 53 35.8 

Landowner or Leasing Agent 21 14.2 

Wildlife or Agritourism 7 4.7 

Other 8 5.4 
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 Table 3.7 illustrates the distribution of participants by their primary source of 

video viewing. There were four categories surveyed: traditional television, on-demand 

television services (Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu, etc.), online video services (YouTube, 

Vimeo, etc.), and social media video (Facebook, Twitter, etc.). For analysis these were 

sorted into two groups: Online & OTT (f = 122, 76%) and Traditional Television (f = 36, 

24%).  

 

Table 3.7 

Distribution of Participants by Primary Source of Video Watched (N = 148) 

Characteristic n % 

Primary Source of Video Watched   

Online & Over-The-Top (OTT) 

Sources 

112 75.7 

Traditional Television 36 24.3 

   

As shown in Table 3.8, respondents were fairly distributed among the five 

treatment groups: 1- Vertically-oriented, hand-held smart phone, 2 – Tripod-mounted 

DSLR, 3 – Tripod-mounted DSLR + B-roll, 4 – Tripod-mounted DSLR + On-screen 

graphics, and 5 – Tripod-mounted DSLR + B-Roll & On-screen graphics. Treatment 

groups ranged in size from 18% of the sample (n = 26, T1 & T4) to 22% of the sample (n 

= 33, T2 & T5).  
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Table 3.8 

Distribution of Respondents across Treatments (n = 148) 

 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

n 26 33 30 26 33 

% of n 17.6 22.3 20.3 17.6 22.3 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Overview 

 

The purpose of this study was to test the effects of certain production decisions 

made by video production professionals on source credibility in video content directed at 

rural land owners and managers. The study was divided into two sections, first examining 

broad responses between five treatment groups, then examining demographic division 

within responses to specific treatment groups. 

The first section is guided by a primary research question and four supporting 

research questions.  

RQ1: Do video production decisions related to framing, the use of supporting 

cover footage (b-roll), and the inclusion of message supporting on-screen graphics 

affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.1: Does traditional interview framing affect source credibility 

perceptions among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.2: Does the inclusion of supporting cover footage (b-roll) effect 

perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.3: Does the inclusion of message-supporting on-screen graphics effect 

perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and managers? 

 

RQ1.4: Do the combined effects of interview framing, b-roll, and on-screen 

graphics affect perceptions of source credibility among rural land owners and 

managers? 

 

The second section of this study sought to test the following directional 

hypotheses: 

 

H1:  Older audience members will assign greater credibility to experts displayed 

with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover footage, and 

supportive on-screen graphics than will younger audience members.  
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H2: Audience members with less education will assign greater credibility to 

messages displayed with formal interview techniques, included supporting cover 

footage, and supportive on-screen graphics than will audience members with 

more formal education.  

 

H3: Audience members who watch more than half the video they consume online 

will assign greater credibility messages displayed with informal interview 

techniques, no included supporting cover footage, and no supportive on-screen 

graphics than will audience members who watch more than half the video they 

consume through traditional television. 

 

  

 In this chapter, results of study are revealed. First, description statistics will be 

presented. Then, inferential statistics will be used to examine each research question and 

hypothesis.  

Source Credibility – Descriptive 

The focus of this study is the dependent variable of source credibility. This 

variable was collected through an adaptation of Ohanian’s (1990) bipolar semantic 

differential scale. This 10-item scale measured two factors of credibility: expertise and 

credibility. These perception item scores ranged from 1 (negative perceptions) to 5 

(positive perceptions). A mean credibility score for each individual was calculated from 

the individual perception item scores, as reported in Table 4.1. Treatment 1, a hand-held 

smart phone, presented the highest mean credibility score (M = 4.11, SD = 0.69), while 

Treatment 5, tripod-mounted DSLR + B-roll and on-screen graphics, presented a similar 

score (M = 4.10, SD = 0.74). Treatment 2, tripod-mounted DSLR, (M = 3.83, SD = 0.76) 

and Treatment 3, tripod-mounted DSLR + B-roll, (M = 3.83, SD = 1.07) held the lowest 

scores. 
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Table 4.1 

Source Credibility Mean by Treatment Group (N = 148) 

Treatment M SD 

T1 = Smart Phone Video 4.11 0.69 

T2 = Tripod-mounted DSLR 3.83 0.76 

T3 = T2 + B-roll 3.83 1.07 

T4 = T2 + On-screen Graphics 3.89 0.85 

T5 = T2 + B-Roll & On-Screen 

Graphics 

4.10 0.74 

Note: Perception items are scored on a bipolar semantic differential from 1 – 5.  

 

Inferential Statistics 

Source Credibility – Inferential 

Research Question 1 sought to compare source credibility scores between five 

treatment groups created around the application of framing techniques, the use of 

supporting cover video (b-roll), and the inclusion of message-supporting on-screen 

graphics. The null hypothesis states that there is no difference in source credibility 

between video treatment groups. (H0: p = 0). The alpha level was set at .05 a priori. 

To assess Research Question 1, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 

conducted. Assumptions of Homogeneity of Variances were tested and confirmed using 

Levene’s Statistic resulting in F(4,143) = .64, p = .628. Results, illustrated in Table 15, of 

the one-way ANOVA show no significant difference between groups, F(4,143) = .857, p 

= .492. Thus, the null hypothesis was accepted. 
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Table 4.2 

ANOVA for Source Credibility Score by Treatment Group (N = 148)  

 SS df Mean 

Square 

F p 

Between 

Groups 

2.402 4 .600 .857 .492 

Within 

Groups 

100.21 143 .701   

Total 102.61 147    

Note: Levene’s Statistic F(4,143) = .64, p = .628 

*p is significant at .05 

 

Four conditional research questions were proposed should the null hypothesis for 

Research Question 1 be rejected. Univariate analysis within SPSS was run to confirm the 

findings of Research Question 1 and to confirm that this analysis holds through the 

individual conditional questions.  

Conditional Research Question 1.1 sought to compare source credibility scores 

between Treatments 1 (hand-held smart phone video) and 2 (tripod-mounted DSLR 

video). The null hypothesis states that there is no difference in source credibility between 

video from a hand-held smart phone and a tripod-mounted DSLR. (H0: p = 0). The alpha 

level is set at .05 a priori. 

Analysis, illustrated in Table 15, showed no significant difference (MD = 0.282, p 

= .701) between Treatment 1 and Treatment 2. The null hypothesis was accepted.   

Conditional Research Question 1.2 sought to compare source credibility scores 

between Treatments 2 (tripod-mounted DSLR video) and 3 (tripod-mounted DSLR video 
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+ b-roll).  The null hypothesis states that there is no difference in source credibility 

between video from a tripod-mounted DSLR and a tripod-mounted DSLR with b-roll 

added. (H0: p = 0). The alpha level was set at .05 a priori. 

Analysis, illustrated in Table 16, showed no significant difference (MD = 0.003, p 

= 1.00) between Treatment 2 and Treatment 3. The null hypothesis was accepted.   

Conditional Research Question 1.3 sought to compare source credibility scores 

between Treatments 2 (tripod-mounted DSLR video) and 4 (tripod-mounted DSLR video 

+ on-screen graphics). The null hypothesis states that there is no difference in source 

credibility between video from a tripod-mounted DSLR and a tripod-mounted DSLR 

with on-screen graphics added.  (H0: p = 0). The alpha level was set at .05 a priori. 

Analysis, illustrated in Table 15, showed no significant difference (MD = -0.065, 

p = .998) between Treatment 2 and Treatment 4. The null hypothesis was accepted.   

Conditional Research Question 1.4 sought to compare source credibility scores 

between Treatment 1, hand-held smart phone video, and Treatment 5, tripod-mounted 

DSLR video with b-roll and on-screen graphics added. The null hypothesis states there is 

no difference in source credibility between video from a hand-held smart phone and a 

tripod-mounted DSLR with b-roll and on-screen graphics added.  (H0: p = 0). The alpha 

level was set at .05 a priori. 

Analysis, illustrated in Table 15, showed no significant difference (MD = 0.015, p 

= 1.00) between Treatment 1 and Treatment 5. The null hypothesis was accepted.   
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Table 4.3 

Multiple Comparisons of Mean Between Treatment Groups (N = 148) 

MD (p) 2 3 4 5 

Treatment 1 0.282 (0.701) 0.285 (0.709) 0.216 (0.884) 0.015 (1.000) 

Treatment 2 -- 0.003 (1.000) -0.065 (0.998) -0.266 (0.695) 

Treatment 3 -- -- -0.068 (0.998) -0.270 (0.705) 

Treatment 4 -- -- -- -0.201 (0.890) 

*p is significant at .05 

 

Directional Hypotheses 

 Three additional directional hypotheses were proposed to examine the influence 

of demographic data on source credibility scores across treatment groups. 

Hypothesis 1 sought to test the effect of age on source credibility score within 

Treatments 1 (n = 26 ) and  5 (n = 33).  The data set was split by treatment group and 

then age group, with age categories divided into two group: those under 50 (n = 29) and 

those 50 and above (n = 30). Participants 50 and above experienced a decade of formative 

television impressions prior to the launch of MTV in 1981. The null hypothesis states 

there is no difference in source credibility score associated with age for those watching 

either a handheld, smartphone video or a video recorded with a tripod-mounted DSLR 

with b-roll and on-screen graphics. (H0: p = 0). The alpha level was set at .05 a priori. 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to examine if credibility score 

in participants differed by age group and treatment. As shown in Table 4.4 and 

Illustration 4.1, there was a no significant effect of age group through either treatment on 
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mean credibility score, F (3, 55) = .06, p = .98. The critical value for F is determined to 

be 2.77. As the calculated F value is less than the critical F, the null hypothesis is 

accepted.  

Table 4.4 

ANOVA for Mean Credibility Score by Age and Treatment. 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p 

Group .09 3 .03 .06 .98 

Error 29.58 55 .54   

Total 1024.75 58    

 

 

Illustration 4.1. Results of AVONA of Mean credibility score by treatment and 

age groups. 

 

Hypothesis 2 sought to test the effect of education level on source credibility 

score within Treatments 1 (n = 24 ) and   5 (n = 31). The data set was split by both 
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treatment group and then educational attainment, with age categories divided into two 

group: those who had not completed college (n = 11) and those with a Bachelor’s degree 

or better (n = 44). for educational achievement were excluded from this test. Excluded 

from this test were participants within Treatments 1 and 5 who selected “Other” (n = 4) 

for educational attainment. The null hypothesis states there is no difference in source 

credibility score associated with educational attainment for those watching either a 

handheld, smartphone video or a video recorded with a tripod mounted DSLR with b-roll 

and on-screen graphics (H0: p = 0). The alpha level is set at .05 a priori. 

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to test this condition. Results, 

illustrated in Table 4.5, of the factorial ANOVA show no significant difference between 

groups, F(3,51) = .25, p = .86. The critical value for F is determined to be 2.79. As the 

calculated F value is less than the critical F, the null hypothesis is accepted. 

Table 4.5 

ANOVA for Mean Credibility Score by Education and Treatment. 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p 

Group .41 3 .14 .25 .86 

Error 27.61 51 .54   

Total 941.94 54    
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Illustration 4.2. Results of AVONA of Mean credibility score by treatment and 

educational attainment groups. 

  

Hypothesis 3 sought to test the effect of primary video viewing location on source 

credibility score within Treatments 1 (n = 26) and 5 (n = 33). The data set was split by 

both treatment group and then primary video viewing location, with categories divided 

into two group: those who those who primarily watch video in online or over-the-top 

(OTT) services (n = 41) and those who primarily watch traditionally broadcast video (n = 

18). The null hypothesis states there is no difference in source credibility score for those 

who primarily watch video online verse those who consume more than half the video 

they consume through traditional television when watching either video created with a 

handheld smartphone camera or  a video recorded with a tripod mounted DSLR with b-

roll and on-screen graphics (H0: p = 0). The alpha level is set at .05 a priori. 
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An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to test this condition. Results, 

illustrated in Table 4.5, of the ANOVA show no significant difference between groups, 

F(3,55) = 1.27, p = .29. The critical value for F is determined to be 2.77. As the 

calculated F value is less than the critical F, the null hypothesis is accepted. 

Table 4.6 

ANOVA for Mean credibility score by Viewing Habits and Treatment. 

 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p 

Group 1.96 3 .64 1.27 .29 

Error 27.75 55 .51   

Total 1024.75 58    

 

 
Illustration 4.3. Results of AVONA of Mean credibility score by treatment and 

primary video watching location groups. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Overview 

 

An experimental design was constructed and run to evaluate the research 

questions put forward in this study. This design evaluated five treatment conditions 

(video production techniques) against a construct of source credibility in the first section 

through a primary research question and four supporting research questions. With the 

second section, directional hypotheses were examined within individual treatment groups 

examining the impact of specified demographic and behavioral traits. The result of this 

analysis demonstrated no significant differences in treatment groups for the primary 

research question or any of the four supporting research questions. No significance was 

discovered for two of the direction hypotheses, but a significant difference was found for 

the final directional hypothesis.  

Key Findings 

Research Questions 

Lee et al. (2010) found that production quality directly affected believability. This 

is in direct contrast to the findings here where perceptions of credibility were found to be 

statistically identical between the lowest and highest production quality treatments. In a 

study of source credibility through video, Hautz et al. (2014) found audiences placed 

higher demands of production quality on agencies and organizations than they did on 

independent content creators. Although the treatment videos in this study did not 

explicitly identify the on-camera talent as associated with any agency or organization, the 

statement of research goals that preceded the study did specify “how government or 
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organizational experts may effectively communicate with agriculturalists” as a goal. Yet 

with this understanding clearly stated, the low production quality treatment saw no 

reduction in credibility score. This finding stands in direct contrast to the findings of 

Hautz et al. (2014).  

The Elaboration Likelihood Model tells us that an audience with a high level of 

elaboration (motivation and ability to decode the content of the message) will focus on 

message content and rely less on heuristic cues (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984). Through this 

lens, the evaluation of the presented message through the central processing route by a 

highly engaged audience is to be expected. The sample for this study was targeted for 

their engagement level. Subjects were identified as rural land managers. The subject of 

the presentation (soil sampling) was chosen for its applicability to each category of land 

manager (farmer, rancher, wildlife manager, agritourism operator, or land leaser). As this 

group was likely motivated to care about the subject of soil sampling, and had possibly 

engaged in the activity (or received training regarding the activity) prior to this study, the 

sample exhibits the necessary traits for high elaboration (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984) on the 

central message and little effect from the treatment groups should be expected. This result 

provides limited support of the Elaboration Likelihood Model as a mediator for source 

credibility. Further study focused on and designed for this question may present stronger 

support. 

As no significance is found related to the central research question, the four 

supporting research questions are also dismissed.  
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Directional Hypotheses 

The three directional hypotheses each examined the effect of a specific 

demographic characteristic on source credibility within a specific treatment group. 

 The first hypothesis sought to examine the effect of age within the highest 

production value treatment group. Behind this question was a thought that older 

audiences may have been cultivated to more formal production values at an early age 

corresponding to a time of formal production value norms within the television industry. 

Cultivation theory states that increased television viewing will alter a viewer’s worldview 

to more closely align with that portrayed on television (Gerbner & Gross, 1976). As 

broadcast television demonstrates more conventional production techniques than new 

media (Bondad-Brown et al., 2012), and older group have been exposed to more 

conventional television over their lifetime than younger viewers, it was hypothesized that 

older viewers would associate higher levels of source credibility to the highest production 

technique treatment.    

There were no significant differences found between the older and younger 

groups. It is also notable that this sample was highly skewed (76%) to those who watch 

video mostly online. These recent habits may dominate long-term exposure in terms of 

expectations of quality and associated expectations for expert voices. Together, these 

suggest no clear evidence in support of or in contrast to cultivation of high video 

production expectations among the older audience related to video production techniques.  

 The second hypothesis sought to examine the effect of education level within the 

highest production value treatment group. Motivation, ability, and opportunity determine 

an individual’s elaboration level (Petty & Cacioppo, 1984).This question stemmed from 
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the expectation that lower elaboration levels, due to a decreased ability to cognitively 

process the information, would result in a high reliance on production value cues and 

higher overall evaluations within this group. Petty and Cacioppo’s (1984) Elaboration 

Likelihood Model states that processing of persuasive messages follows one of two paths: 

a central route of careful cognitive processing for those with high elaboration, and a 

peripheral pathway relying on heuristic cues for those with low message elaboration.  

There were no significant differences found between those with a bachelor’s 

degree or higher and whose educational attainment stopped with a high school diploma. It 

is likely that members of the sample all had adequate exposure to the topic of soil 

sampling so as not to be challenged cognitively by the recorded message. As there were 

no significant differences associated with educational attainment, this finding offers no 

direct evidence regarding ELM related to video production techniques, yet the results 

merit further study designed to elicit such data. 

 The final directional hypothesis sought to examine the effect of primary viewing 

location on source credibility perceptions within the lowest production value treatment. 

This question posited that those who primarily (>49%) watch online sources of video 

where video production techniques follow a broad spectrum of standards would have a 

more generous evaluation of quality and thus credibility than those who primarily watch 

the more consistently produced medium of traditional television. Cultivation theory 

(Gerbner & Gross, 1976) may be used to examine public perceptions of professionals 

within video (Pfau et al., 1995; Beam, 2017). This hypothesis assumed the more irregular 

production techniques of online video production (Bondad-Brown et al., 2012) would 

cultivate lower expectations for production techniques in those seen as experts. 
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Cultivation theory suggests that audience members who watch a greater amount of videos 

purporting expertise and using such irregular production techniques would begin to see 

such irregularities as normal and acceptable. 

No significant difference (F(3,55) = 1.27, p = .29) was found between these 

groups. This contradicts earlier studies (Bondad-Brown et al., 2012) which look to 

cultivation theory with an eye on lowered audience expectations for production values in 

online video. As multiple theories may be interacting with this audience, further study is 

recommended. 

Discussion and Implications 

The findings of this study are limited to a narrow case of high engagement, high 

education levels, and high use of non-traditional video sources. However, it is easy to 

arrive at the conclusion that an engaged and knowledgeable agricultural audience will 

evaluate messaging related to that field through examination of the message details with 

little consideration for production value. Yet, Douglass and Harnden (1996) stated that 

video production techniques are more than mere technical options, but rather artistic 

choices made by video producers vital to the “rendering and interpretation of [the] 

subject” (p. 11). So while these production values may not directly affect evaluations of 

credibility by farmers and ranchers in cases of high elaboration, they may offer other 

benefits such enhancing educational value or emotionally connecting the message with 

the audience, and merit further study. 

Recommendations for Practice 

 Results suggest the majority (76%) of rural land managers encounter the video 

they watch through online viewing opportunities. This presents an opportunity for 
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government agencies, non-governmental organizations, and industry groups seeking to 

connect with  

this audience. The study further suggests that for subjects of keen business interest to 

these engaged viewers, production value has little to no influence on evaluations of 

credibility.  

Therefore, groups like Extension are advised to empower subject-matter 

specialists and county agents (or those in similar roles) with technology, video presence 

training, and career support so they engage with rural audience as video content creators. 

Caution is advised against supplying technology without training, however. Hautz et al. 

(2014) found that audience members hold professional agencies to a higher standard for 

production value. Should county extension agents and content specialists be sent out with 

streaming cameras but without training in how to use them or how to speak effectively to 

camera, a boomerang effect could occur and damage the reputation of the agency.  

Agencies should continue to maintain current video staffing levels but refocus 

efforts in two directions: high profile projects for external audiences and training of field 

staff as individual content creators.  

Recommendations for Future Research 

The findings of this study are sufficient to merit further exploration of the subject 

on multiple fronts. Future research should explore variations of this effort which consider 

low-elaborating audiences, subjects both less known and more likely to be found 

controversial and should include experience more specifically designed to explore the 

influence of the elaboration likelihood model and cultivation theory. 
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Regardless of the variation, necessary changes for future studies would include 

collection of broader demographic categories, pre-testing on the subject presented to 

obtain subject experience and knowledge as an element of elaboration, attitude measures 

both before and after treatment exposure, and additional information on media 

consumption.   

The existing treatment groups may be put before an audience with no experience 

with agriculture, land management, or soil sampling. Using a recruitment tool such as 

Amazon’s Mturk to select participants similar to the sample of this survey, yet lacking 

soil sampling experience, may offer further insight into the role of ELM in the evaluation 

of these videos.  

Likewise, these treatments could be distributed to college students on multiple 

campuses in varied regions of the United States. Those selected should be programs with 

agriculture programs as well as non-agriculture programs. This would allow contrasting 

of the overall groups of high elaborating audiences and low elaborating audiences, but 

would also allow for regional comparisons. Current college students may make an idea 

testing group as they will son step into industry and community decision-making roles 

and should maintain that status for at least four decades. Data from this audience will 

remain relevant for some time.  

Other considerations for elaboration are the novelty and controversiality of the 

message. It would be instructive to compare the engagement of both agricultural and non-

agricultural audiences with this subject of soil sampling with a science-based message 

both less known and more likely to inspire debate such as the use of genetically modified 

organisms (GMOs) or lab grown meat.  
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It would also be useful to replicate this study for other regions of the world with 

regionally tailored treatments. Audiences in regions of the world with different 

educational attainment rates, different levels of technology adoption, and different video 

production norms may respond differently to provided production cues.  
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